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Industrial measurements of the diameter proﬁles of work-rolls used in cold sheet rolling are
applied with a stochastic roll-stack model to better understand how residual error from the
roll grinding process affects the rolled sheet ﬂatness quality. Roll diameter measurements
taken via a noncontact, optical device on new, warm, and worn work-rolls show that the
diameter deviations vary along the roll lengths, across roll samples, and at different operational states, suggesting a multidimensional random ﬁeld problem. Studies are conducted
for a 4-high rolling mill with 301 stainless steel sheet to investigate the reliability in achieving target ﬂatness considering the work-roll diameter random ﬁeld. Also investigated is the
sensitivity of the ﬂatness reliability to roll diameter deviations at different locations along
the roll lengths and for the three operational states (newly machined, warm, and worn following several passes). The results lead to several key ﬁndings. Foremost, it is shown that
an assumption of statistical independence among the residual grinding errors at different
roll axis locations is improper. Furthermore, it is demonstrated that, for the measured
grinding error correlation patterns, the roll diameter deviations external to the roll/sheet
contact region play an important role in contributing to ﬂatness defects within the sheet
and that these inﬂuences vary according to the roll operational state (new, warm, worn).
The presented stochastic model and applied measurement data thus provide for a new
understanding into how roll grinding performance inﬂuences dimensional quality in the
sheet rolling process. [DOI: 10.1115/1.4052969]
Keywords: cold rolling, roll grinding error, sheet ﬂatness, stochastic analysis, random
ﬁeld, bulk deformation processes (e.g., extrusion, forging, wire drawing), modeling and
simulation, sheet and tube metal forming

Introduction
In the cold rolling of thin-gauge steel, aluminum, copper, and
brass sheet or strip, the precision of the diameter proﬁles machined
onto the work-rolls is pivotal to attaining required sheet ﬂatness (or
shape) dimensional quality criteria. Regardless of the alloy type,
when the nominal sheet thickness is less than about 0.5 mm, mill
operators can usually detect increased sensitivity of the sheet’s ﬂatness to very minor changes in the work-roll diameter proﬁles. This
is a consequence of the relatively large ratios of roll diameter deviations to the sheet thickness, which can cause signiﬁcant transverse
(width-wise) variations in the longitudinal stress and possible localized buckling [1,2], as well as surface quality defects [3,4]. Even
with modern computer numerical control (CNC) equipped roll
grinding machines, signiﬁcant deviations in the work-roll diameter
proﬁles can occur, stemming particularly from the vibrations modes
inherent to cutting processes [5]. Figures 1(a)–1(d), respectively,
show a typical 4-high cold rolling mill stand, the depiction of a
roll diameter random variables, the measured diameter proﬁles for
a work-roll under three operational states (“new,” “warm,” and
“worn”), and an example of highly localized ﬂatness defects that
can be generated by high-ﬁdelity roll diameter deviations. The
warm roll diameter proﬁle shown in Fig. 1(c) was measured following a single rolling pass, while the worn roll proﬁle was measured
after several passes and at room temperature. All measurements
were taken with an optical roll proﬁler having accuracy and
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repeatability to within 0.5 μm. Figure 1(c) shows that the diameter
proﬁle deviations include micro-scale “bumps” and “ﬂats” in addition to both broad and regional irregularities over the length of the
work-roll. Since the particular work-roll diameter shown is intended
to have a perfectly uniform proﬁle when machined, the inspection
measurements show that the grinding errors propagate to subsequent states, and they in fact become locally ampliﬁed when the
roll is heated during rolling by friction and plastic heat dissipation
from the sheet; diameter peaks for the warm roll are clearly seen
to sharpen, while troughs become deeper. The associated ﬂatness
defects generated in the rolled sheet, e.g., Fig. 1(d), can be
complex and difﬁcult to detect visually without interrupting the
rolling process and releasing applied entry and exit tensions.
Although such localized ﬂatness defects can be detected using
online shape meters (e.g., via stress distribution sensors), they are
often difﬁcult to eliminate during rolling through the use of conventional ﬂatness control mechanisms.
This issue is complicated further since the roll diameter deviations are transient in nature due to the time-dependent, thermally
induced radial strains as well as the gradual wear of sharp proﬁle
features during continued rolling. Despite this, and as noted
earlier, studies to predict the detailed effects that micro-scale roll
diameter deviations have on the sheet thickness proﬁle and ﬂatness
are limited [6]. Linghu et al. [7] and Zhang et al. [2] each provide a
comprehensive review of the existing roll-stack modeling efforts
where the researchers have adapted industrial measurements of
work-roll diameter proﬁles to predict their inﬂuences on the transverse distributions of contact force (or stress), sheet thickness
proﬁle, or ﬂatness. The drawback of the prior studies, however, is
that they do not account for the randomness that exists in the microscale variations of diameter proﬁles among different work-rolls and
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particularly at varying operational states during rolling, such as the
new, warm, and worn conditions in Fig. 1(c). While transient rolling
models can be developed and directly applied to accommodate
time-dependent, deterministic (nonrandom) roll proﬁle variations,
the work described in this article shows that a stochastic computational mechanics approach involving three-dimensional roll-stack
deformations computed together with measured work-roll proﬁles
can provide a very useful approach that also gives important new
insights into the effects of work-roll diameter deviations in achieving desired ﬂatness quality criteria.
Previously, the stochastic analysis has been widely applied
directly to the grinding process [8]. Newly ground cylinders
(rolls) can be subject to grinding errors that vary continuously
across the cylinder length and change disproportionately with use
over time, as shown in Fig. 1(c). In fact, Peklenik was the ﬁrst to
experimentally observe that grinding deviations exhibit randomness
over the ground surface and thus discussed the use of spatial correlations to characterize the surface topography [9,10]. Accordingly,
the practice of roll grinding can be generally considered a multidimensional, spatially ﬂuctuating random process, which is typically
referred to as a random ﬁeld [11]. Although both Gaussian and nonGaussian random ﬁelds have been used to classify the distributions
of ground proﬁles, in reality, the surface represents the synthesis of
several complex factors, including roughness, waviness, and form
061014-2 / Vol. 144, JUNE 2022

error [12]. Referring again to Figs. 1(a) and 1(b), consider for the
purposes of this study that the top work-roll of the 4-high mill contains residual grinding error (diameter deviation) characterizable as
a random ﬁeld. A set of measurements taken ofﬂine indeed reveals
that the diameter varies over the roll length position (x), across
samples of different rolls (s), and because of the thermal strain
and wear during rolling, the residual grinding error also varies
with time (t).
As mentioned earlier, such multidimensional spatially ﬂuctuating
work-roll diameter proﬁles render ﬂatness control methods such as
rolling bending and roll shifting inefﬁcient or even ineffective
because they inherently correct for low- and medium-ﬁdelity ﬂatness
defects [2]. In fact, precision nozzle systems for localized differential
roll cooling represent the only feasible online control mechanism for
attenuating higher-ﬁdelity ﬂatness defects [13]. This is because the
defects like those shown in Fig. 1(d) are strongly related to the
local contact force and reduction relationship, which is a function
of the friction coefﬁcient [14] and which, in turn, is affected by the
speciﬁc spraying nozzle pattern, spray angle, and lubrication
mixing device [15]. Therefore, integration of a thermal model into
an online control system involving multiple roll cooling headers
can enable in situ control of the work-roll diameter proﬁle, with
the control ﬁdelity and response time governed by the number of
nozzles and the relative rates of heat conduction and convection
Transactions of the ASME
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Fig. 1 Cold rolling process considering random roll diameter deviations along the length of the upper work-roll due to residual grinding error: (a) schematic of 4-high mill stand; (b) depiction of a roll diameter random ﬁeld, characterized by n correlated random variables according to the measurement locations across roll samples, s; (c) measured work-roll diameter
proﬁles at three operational states that represent the new roll (after grinding), the warm roll after one rolling pass, and the
worn roll after cooling to room temperature following several rolling passes. Note: accuracy and repeatability of the noncontact optical measurement device are ±0.5 μm; (d) example of high-ﬁdelity sheet ﬂatness defects.

Mathematical Formulation
The SSM-FEM is described, with the stochastic components discussed ﬁrst. The FORM is then reviewed, together with a demonstration on how the random ﬁeld is addressed. The necessary
Journal of Manufacturing Science and Engineering

equations for the existing, deterministic SM-FEM are also then
brieﬂy introduced [1,6,16,19].

Consideration of the Work-Roll Diameter Deviation as a
Random Field. The random ﬁeld for the work-roll diameter deviation (or error) is denoted e(xr, s), which can be discretized into a
ﬁnite number of correlated random variables over the roll axis
length, xr = [xr1 , xr2 , . . . , xrn ]T , and across different work-roll samples, s = [s1, s2, …, sm]T. Based on the measurements taken, Fig. 2
shows the corresponding means, standard deviations, and linear
(Pearson) correlation coefﬁcients for the roll diameter deviations
along xr. Note that, for brevity, correlation coefﬁcients are shown
only at three positions along the roll axis (left, center, and right).
These statistics shown in Fig. 2 also capture the three operational
states examined for the work-roll, i.e., the new roll state (enew)
representing residual grinding error, the warm state (ewarm) indicating diameter deviations after one rolling pass, and the worn state
(eworn) indicating deviations after several rolling passes (and subsequent cooling to room temperature). Note that in a conventional correlation decay relationship, as the proximity between any two
random variables is reduced, the strength of their correlation
decreases until the respective random variables are essentially considered to be independent. However, the industrial measurements in
Fig. 2 reveal that a “W”-shaped correlation decay relationship exists
along xr, possibly due to vibration or ﬁxturing of the work-roll
during grinding. Note that the standard deviation proﬁle is also
characterized by a “W” shape, but with regional ﬂuctuations as
well. In addition, when the roll is warm, thermal expansion ampliﬁes the means in the region where the majority of contact with the
rolled sheet occurs. Standard deviations are also increased over
much of the roll length, but not uniformly. Interestingly, additional
spatial correlation is created in the warm diameter deviation, ewarm.
In the worn work-roll, the wear seems to generally reduce the statistical means along xr, but it also changes the correlations slightly
in eworn.
To enable the calculation of the sheet ﬂatness reliability, it is ﬁrst
assumed (according to convention) that deviations from the average
normalized thickness reduction are directly related to the change in
sheet ﬂatness during rolling due to the incompressibility condition
of plastic deformation and the negligible expansion of the strip
width [20]. Thus, based on Eqs. (1) and (2), a reduction deviation,
Δr, is deﬁned based on normalized thickness reduction, r, minus
average normalized thickness reduction, r .
Δr(xd , e(xr , s)) = r(xd , e(xr , s)) − r(xd , e(xr , s))

(1)

r(xd , e(xr , s)) = 1 − h(xd , e(xr , s))/H(xd , e(xr , s))

(2)

where

Note that r is obtained from the entry and exit thickness proﬁles,
H and h, respectively. The reduction deviation, Δr, is a dimensionless vector of thickness reduction deviations used here to quantitatively estimate proportionate (scaled) local ﬂatness changes across
the sheet width. For a given entry sheet thickness proﬁle, the exit
thickness proﬁle, h, is calculated deterministically using the conventional SM-FEM, introduced later in this section.
In the aforementioned equations, note that xd = [xd1 , xd2 , . . . , xdP ]
refers to the discrete locations along the roll length for the deterministic roll-stack contact mechanics using SM-FEM, and thus, xd is
distinct from xr used for the random ﬁeld “element” discretization.
Hence, the stochastic FEM for a continuum structure includes two
“mesh” types: (1) a regular element mesh, indexed “i” for the
SM-FEM; and (2) a random ﬁeld element mesh, indexed “i” for stochastic analysis. Because the random ﬁeld mesh is generally not as
dense as that needed for the roll-stack model, the middle point
method and the spatial averaging method that Vanmarcke and Grigoriu developed [21], as well as the Karhunen–Loeve expansion
method and Newmann expansion that Shinozuka and Deodatis
developed [22], can provide interpolation to give a continuous
JUNE 2022, Vol. 144 / 061014-3
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along the roll length. Spray header cooling, however, is not possible
on some important mill types such as 20-high or 12-high cluster mills
in which the entire roll-stack is ﬂooded with lubricant. Notwithstanding the merits of differential roll cooling to help mitigate localized
sheet ﬂatness defects, there is still an absence of comprehensive
understanding as to how well spray header nozzle systems address
the random ﬁeld variability of the work-roll diameter proﬁles, and
in particular, the quantitative effects that the spatial correlations
pose to the likelihood of achieving a desirable sheet thickness reduction proﬁle and associated ﬂatness quality.
Since gaining a fundamental understanding of the effects that roll
diameter random ﬁelds have on the sheet thickness and ﬂatness is
prudent to any subsequent model adaption into a real-time control
system (such as spray header cooling), the aim of this article is to
introduce a rigorous mathematical method to facilitate this understanding. Introduced is a stochastic simpliﬁed-mixed ﬁnite element
method (SSM-FEM), which integrates the existing simpliﬁed-mixed
ﬁnite element method (SM-FEM) used to predict three-dimensional
roll-stack contact mechanics, with a ﬁrst-order reliability method
(FORM) to accommodate the random ﬁeld contribution.
Note that in the previous work, the conventional (nonstochastic)
SM-FEM roll-stack deformation model has shown strong prediction
capability compared with industrial measurements of rolled sheet
thickness proﬁles, as well as to large-scale continuum ﬁnite
element (FE) modeling approaches incorporating high-ﬁdelity roll
diameter deviations [1,16]. Moreover, the conventional SM-FEM
model exhibits very rapid calculation time, performing static simulations in seconds versus hours required of the large-scale continuum
FE model to which it was compared. The convergence studies with
the large-scale FE model exhibited trends in displacements toward
those of the SM-FEM, thus also underscoring accuracy of the
SM-FEM approach. A stochastic simpliﬁed-mixed ﬁnite element
method is to be formulated here by incorporating the FORM mathematical technique for the random ﬁeld into the SM-FEM roll-stack
model. The purpose is to understand the inﬂuence of roll diameter
random ﬁelds on the sheet thickness reduction, as well as to be
able to infer probabilities as to whether high-ﬁdelity ﬂatness
defects will occur and thus to gain new insights into how roll grinding processes might be improved to reduce such probabilities.
FORM constitutes a class of analytical, safety index-based reliability approaches in which both limit-state functions and statistical
variances are estimated using ﬁrst-order Taylor series approximations [17]. FORM has been applied in diverse ﬁelds, particularly
engineering design, to estimate reliability and to understand how
uncertainties inﬂuence the resulting reliability. Compared to
sampling-based approaches such as Monte Carlo simulation,
FORM offers a practical and efﬁcient reliability estimation, particularly when applied with large numbers of correlated random variables, as is the case in this work [18].
In Mathematical Formulation section, mathematical formulation
of the SSM-FEM three-dimensional stochastic roll-stack model is
presented, together with advantages and disadvantages relative to
alternative approaches. Results and Discussion section ﬁrst illustrates the utility of the proposed SSM-FEM to highlight the importance of considering the work-roll diameter deviations as a random
ﬁeld. Afterward, the SSM-FEM is used to predict the reliability
effects of the sheet ﬂatness based on work-roll conditions in the
new, warm, and worn operational states. Included in the reliability
analysis is an estimate of the probability of achieving a target sheet
ﬂatness based on permissible deviation limits to the normalized
average thickness reduction. The stochastic analysis directly considers the inﬂuence of spatial correlations amongst the work-roll
diameter deviations at the numerous measurement locations along
the work-roll length.

random ﬁeld for use within the discrete roll-stack model mesh. In
this article, the random ﬁeld mesh ﬁdelity stems directly from the
measurement data; since Fig. 2 includes 82 points (246 total
samples) measured at 12.7 mm intervals along the 304.8 mm
length work-roll, this discrete set establishes the random ﬁeld
mesh. For the roll-stack model mesh described later, its density is
based on displacement convergence using foundation elements
coupled to Timoshenko beam elements having 5 Gauss points (integrating ninth order polynomials exactly) [23]. The SSM-FEM
method created in this study applies linear interpolation between
the random ﬁeld mesh and the SM-FEM roll-stack mesh.
Given the deﬁnition of thickness reduction deviation, Δr, from
Eq. (1), a sheet ﬂatness failure criterion can be established to
deﬁne a limit-state function, g(e). Here, g(e) is based on whether
the maximum absolute value of the reduction deviation exceeds a
target threshold, Δrt, at any location in xd, as given in Eq. (3).
The absolute value accounts for both positive and negative longitudinal plastic strains of the sheet (i.e., relatively looser and tighter
local ﬂatness changes across the sheet’s width).
g(e) = Δrt − max [|Δr(xd , e)|]
061014-4 / Vol. 144, JUNE 2022

(3)

As is the convention with FORM, g(e) = 0 represents the failure
threshold between safe regions in the probability space governed by
g(e) > 0 and failure regions for which g(e) ≤ 0. Given the associated
joint probability density function (PDF), fe(e), for the work-roll diameter deviations, integration of fe(e) over the safe probability
region, g(e) > 0, yields the analytical reliability, PR, which represents the probability of not realizing any sheet defects:
g(e)>0
fe (e)de
(4)
PR =
g(e)=0

In general, unless the joint PDF, fe(e), is available in a closed
form and can be integrated, reliability estimations are instead
made either through sampling-based statistical inferences (i.e.,
Monte Carlo simulation) or through analytical safety-index type
approximations. Due to the relatively high number of 82 correlated
random variables in e, a FORM safety-index reliability approach is
adopted for the stochastic analysis, as outlined next.
First-Order Reliability Method. In FORM, the calculated
reliability, PR, is given in Eq. (5), where Φ is the standard,
Transactions of the ASME
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Fig. 2 Work-roll diameter deviation statistics for 82 measurement locations at equal intervals along roll length with
246 total samples. (a) Mean, (b) standard deviation, and (c) correlation coefﬁcients computed at three roll axis locations: left end of roll (top right image), midpoint of roll (center right image), and right end of roll (bottom right image).
Note: accuracy and repeatability of the noncontact optical measurement device is ±0.5 μm.

normal, cumulative distribution function. PR is exact only for linear
limit-state functions, g, with statistically independent, normally distributed random variables. In all other cases, FORM provides an
approximation according to the nonlinearity of g and the distribution types for the random variables. As shown in Eq. (5),
however, a reliability estimate with correlated nonnormal random
variables can be made through transformation to equivalent, normally distributed variables.
PR = Φ(β)

(5)

β = μg(v) /σ g(v)

Because v has no physical meaning relative to limit-state function
∂g
g and because the
similarly do not represent physical values, a
∂vi
chain rule transformation is required to transform v back to the original, correlated random variables, e:
∂g ∂g ∂e
=
∂v ∂e ∂v

(13)

(7)

The chain rule transformation mentioned earlier is analogous to
Der Kiureghian and Ke transformation by Jacobian matrix [18].
Substitution of Eqs. (7) and (13) into Eq. (12) gives:

 n
2

∂g
∂g
N

(14)
diag(ST)σ vi
diag(ST)σ Nvi
αi =
∂ei
∂ei
i=1

where S is the diagonal matrix of equivalent normal standard deviations, σ Ne , and M is the vector of equivalent normal means, μNe , as
shown in Eqs. (8) and (9):
⎡ N
⎤
σ e1 · · · 0
⎢ .
..
.. ⎥
⎥
(8)
S=⎢
⎣ ..
.
. ⎦
N
0 · · · σ en

The main effort in the FORM implementation here is to iteratively ﬁnd the minimum reliability index, β∗ , subject to the constraint g(e *) = 0. Once converged, the most probable points
(MPP) of failure, vMPP and eMPP, can be found. One of the most signiﬁcant features of FORM is its ability to give the sensitivity of the
computed reliability to each variable in the random ﬁeld. The unit
sensitivity index vector, γ, can be calculated to express the contribution of each correlated random variable in e to the total reliability:

(6)

In Eq. (6), v is the vector of independent random variables in the
reduced domain. Equation (7) shows the transformation from the
original, correlated random variables, e, into v:
e = STv + M

M=

[μNe1 ,

μNe2 , . . . ,

μNen ]T

γ=

(9)

Since it is unlikely that e includes all normal variables, equivalent
normal parameters, σ Ne and μNe , need be deﬁned by either a twoparameter [25] or three-parameter [26,27] equivalent normal
approach. The transformation matrix T in Eq. (7) includes normalized eigenvectors of the correlation coefﬁcient matrix, R, in
Eq. (10), which consists of the correlation coefﬁcients, ρexr ,exr ,
i

j

between original random variables e(xri , s) and e(xrj , s), and
where ρexr ,exr = 1 on the main diagonal of R for i = j.
i
j
⎡
⎤
ρexr ,exr
· · · ρexr ,exrn
1
1
1
⎢
⎥
..
..
..
⎥
(10)
R=⎢
⎣
⎦
.
.
.
· · · ρexrn ,exrn
ρexrn ,exr

SB′ αMPP
|SB′ αMPP |

(15)

where
B = (ST)−1

(16)

If the work-roll diameter deviations in e happened to be statistically independent, then SB′ would become an identity matrix and γ
would be the same as the vector α from Eq. (14).
Figure 3 is a ﬂowchart summarizing the iterative FORM algorithm used in the SSM-FEM here, in conjunction with the measured
work-roll diameter deviations, e. To more easily address the computational challenges associated with convergence of the solution, and
nonlinearity in the limit-state function, g, two separated convergence loops are implemented, respectively, for α and β.

2

The square roots of the corresponding eigenvalues of R give the
equivalent normal standard deviations, σ Nv , of the reduced, uncorrelated variables v. Note that correlation coefﬁcient values in R
depend on the estimation procedure and available data; the case
can occur in which the resulting matrix is not positive semi-deﬁnite.
In this scenario, it might be desirable to ﬁnd the “closest” positive
semi-deﬁnite matrix relative to some error measure. Note,
however, that even if a nonpositive semi-deﬁnite R leads to
several negative eigenvalues that are very close to zero, the
square roots of these negative eigenvalues are generally too small
to signiﬁcantly inﬂuence the reliability.
For nonlinear g, an optimization problem arises in the aforementioned procedure such that reliability index β is minimized subject
to the threshold constraint g(e *) = 0. The gradient-based iterative
optimization procedure using Eqs. (11)–(14) is typically used. In
Eq. (11), the “*” represents the iterated variables. Also, note that
σ Nv and T remain consistent because they depend on the measured
correlations of R.
v∗ = −α∗ β∗ σ Nv
Journal of Manufacturing Science and Engineering

(11)

Simpliﬁed-Mixed Finite Element Method to Compute 3D
Roll-Stack Contact Mechanics. Unlike for a conventional, large
degree-of-freedom, continuum FE roll-stack model, the highly efﬁcient SM-FEM [1] uses Timoshenko beam element stiffness matrices, KT, to accommodate bending and shear deformations, which
are coupled to continuous Winker foundation elements, KF, that
capture Hertzian contact and elastic-plastic deformation of the
rolled sheet. Foundation stiffness KF is derived using classic analytical solutions for the cylinder/plate contact interferences. The global
stiffness matrix, KG, represents a superposition of the stiffnesses for
bending, shear, and ﬂattening of the rolls, as well as for linearized
elastic-plastic sheet deformation at the nominal rolling pass operating condition:
KG = KT + KF

(17)

For an element i between bodies 1 and 2 (i.e., roll–roll or roll–
sheet), respectively, the coupled global stiffness K 1,2,i
has a size
G
24 by 24 when all six translational and rotational
degrees-of-freedom are retained in each of the four nodes (see
two Timoshenko beam elements with intervening foundation in
JUNE 2022, Vol. 144 / 061014-5
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In Eq. (5), the term β, which is denoted the reliability index, is the
shortest distance between the origin of the reduced independent
random variables, v, and the limit-state surface. β is deﬁned as the
ratio of the mean of limit-state function g to the ﬁrst-order estimate
of the standard deviation of g [24], i.e.,

The vector α = [α1, α2, …, αn]T, deﬁned by Eq. (12), contains the
n direction cosines of β, and thus constitutes components of the normalized gradient vector of the limit-state function g:

 n

∂g N
∂g N 2

(12)
σ vi
σ
αi =
∂vi
∂vi vi
i=1

I12 = H/2 + D2 /2 − d12 + e

(20)

d12 = (y2c − v2 ) − (y1c − v1 )

(21)

where y1c and y2c are to initial vertical axes coordinates, and v1,
v2 are the vertical displacements of bodies 1 and 2, respectively.
If I12 > 0, the two bodies are in contact; otherwise, contact is
lost. The unit contact force and exit strip thickness then are
deﬁned as follows:
f = keq I

(22)

h/2 = H/2 − I12 k feq /k f1

(23)

A modiﬁed Newton–Raphson method is used here to iteratively
solve the above nonlinear roll-stack contact problem [19]. Equation
(24) represents the corresponding nonlinear system, where the
global stiffness matrix, KG, and the global load vector, f, are explicitly stated as functions of the nodal displacement vector, u, which
contains all six translational and rotational degrees-of-freedom at
each node.
K G (u) u = f (u)
Fig. 3 Flowchart of the SSM-FEM

Results and Discussion

Fig. 4). KF is a variable due to its functional dependence on the
contact interference, I, which is based on the Hertz contact theory
[16] and the linearized elastic-plastic sheet behavior (i.e., unit
rolling force versus thickness reduction) at the nominal rolling
pass operating condition:
 li
 
l

k (x)N 11 dx
− 0i kfeq (x)N12 dx
[0]
K 1,i
1,2,i
0 feq
T
+
KG =
li
l
[0] K 2,i
k (x)N22 dx
− 0i kfeq (x)N 21 dx
T
0 feq
(18)
In Eq. (18), li is the ith element length. For the two bodies, Npq
(for p, q ∈ [1, 2]) represents the full shape function representing
both horizontal and vertical displacements for conventional Timoshenko beams [28]. Full representations of matrices KT and KF
are provided in Ref. [29].
The equivalent foundation modulus, kfeq, in Eq. (18) is a series
combination of the bulk contact stiffness of body 1, namely k f1 ,
and the bulk contact stiffness of body 2, namely k f2 , over the arc
of contact between bodies 1 and 2 (see Fig. 4, where body 1 is
the sheet and body 2 is the work-roll):
k feq (x)−1 = k f1 (x)−1 + k f2 (x)−1

In this section, the ﬁrst case study represents the deterministic
(nonstochastic) analysis comparison between a perfectly ground
(smooth) work-roll and a work-roll having diameter deviation proﬁles represented by the mean values of the residual grinding error
(i.e., mean “new” roll proﬁle shown in Fig. 2(a)). This deterministic
analysis not only illustrates the effect from work-roll diameter
deviation but also constitutes the ﬁrst calculation step in the stochastic analysis. The second case study demonstrates the importance of
considering the residual grinding error as a random ﬁeld (of correlated random variables) rather than simply as a vector of discretely
spaced independent random variables. In the third and ﬁnal case
study, the SSM-FEM is applied to compare reliability outcomes
using the warm and worn work-roll diameter deviation random
ﬁelds.
Table 1 provides information for the 4-high mill stand and 301
stainless steel sheet with 0.236 mm entry gauge that are used in
the analyses. The target threshold for reduction deviation, Δrt, is
±0.0005 at any point across the sheet width based on an arbitrary
but typical industrial expectation in avoiding excessive sheet ﬂatness defects. In the case studies that follow, note that only the top
work-roll is considered to include the diameter proﬁle deviations;
the remaining rolls are assumed to have perfectly smooth diameter
proﬁles, but a positive work-roll bending force of 52 kN/side is
applied to avoid signiﬁcant wavy edge ﬂatness defects arising
from the typical, natural mill stand deformation.

(19)

For bulk elastic contact stiffness of rolls, e.g., k f2 , the SM-FEM
approach can adopt, for example, a classic Hertz or modiﬁed
(e.g., Ref. [30]) plane–strain analytical relation (for both
061014-6 / Vol. 144, JUNE 2022

(24)

Case Study 1: Deterministic Analysis. Figure 5(a) shows a
desired work-roll diameter proﬁle curve, labeled “without enew ,”
which is intended to be perfectly smooth, parabolic, and symmetric
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cylinder-to-cylinder and cylinder-to-plate contact). The equivalent
foundation modulus for the rolled sheet, k f1 , can be identiﬁed
from the secant or tangent in the functional relationship between
unit rolling force and sheet reduction at the anticipated operating
point [20]. The “mixed” contribution to the stiffness in SM-FEM
is thus based on classic analytical solutions for contact interference.
Interference is computed from the beam/plate neutral axis displacements with adjustment for bulk surface proﬁle variations such as
roll crowning, which directly affects the contact force distribution.
The compatibility approach is used to formulate the interference,
I12, between the adjacent bodies 1 and 2 (see Fig. 4) based on the
distance between their respective axes, d12, as well as their diameters D, and their proﬁle errors e (from the work-roll residual grinding error in the case here). Hence:

Table 1 Dimensions and property information for 4-high mill
and 301 stainless steel sheet
Work-roll diameter (mm)
Back-up roll diameter (mm)
Roll length (mm)
Roll elastic modulus (GPa)
Top back-up roll screw down (mm)
Sheet entry thickness (mm)
Sheet entry crown (µm)
Sheet width (mm)
Sheet (strip) modulus (GPa)
Roll and sheet Poisson ratio
Work-roll bending force (kN/side)

50.8
304.8
304.8
200.07
0.381
0.236
0.235
152.4
1170
0.28
52

about the roll axis midpoint. For this desired proﬁle, the difference
in diameter between the roll center and each edge (i.e., roll crown) is
0.0813 mm. In contrast, the curve “with enew ” in Fig. 5(a) represents
the mean of the actual, measured work-roll diameter deviations
superimposed onto the same roll (measurement error, although
not indicated, is ±0.5 μm).
The application of the proﬁles with and without residual grinding
error from Fig. 5(a) together with the simpliﬁed-mixed ﬁnite
element roll-stack model of the 4-high mill and sheet parameters
in Table 1 results in the two respective reduction deviation proﬁles,
Δr, as shown in Fig. 5(b). Note that in both simulations, the entry
thickness, H, is assumed to be smooth, symmetric, and parabolic
thickness with center-to-edge thickness difference (i.e., entry
crown) of 0.235 μm. Figure 5(b) also shows reduction deviation
threshold lines corresponding to ±Δrt for both excessively
“loose” and “tight” sheet ﬂatness tolerances relative to the
average sheet reduction, r . Without considering the mean grinding
error, enew , the reduction deviation in Fig. 5(b) remains symmetric,
ranges from −0.000265 to 0.00049, and therefore satisﬁes the
Journal of Manufacturing Science and Engineering

Fig. 5 Comparisons with and without considering the mean
work-roll diameter deviations due to residual grinding process
error: (a) ideal (intended) parabolic work-roll diameter proﬁle,
and mean measured work-roll diameter proﬁle with grinding
error and (b) calculated reduction deviation for rolled sheet
(using described roll-stack model), indicating violation of threshold tolerance at right edge of sheet (+50.8 mm) when considering
mean roll grinding error
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Fig. 4 Depiction of SM-FEM modeling approach for work-roll/sheet contact deformation:
front view (top), section view (bottom left), and enlarged view of the contact interface
between the sheet and work-roll, showing diameter deviations (bottom right)

Case Study 2: Independent Random Variables Versus
Random Field. Although signiﬁcant progress has been made
toward the improvement of roll grinding process, particularly
with the advent of CNC, much of the development and most of
the applications assume that the residual grinding errors at different
locations along the roll length are statistically independent, even if
they are considered to possess similar distribution functions and
variances. This assumption is shown to be insufﬁcient based on
the results discussed next for the same mill and sheet.
Implementation of the described SSM-FEM using the measured
work-roll data with the FORM reliability calculation procedure in
Fig. 3 leads to the results provided in Table 2. The calculated reliabilities, PR, presented in Table 2 reﬂect the probabilities that ﬂatness defects do not occur, based on the probability of reduction
deviations in the rolled sheet proﬁle being within the target threshold, ±Δrt. Rows 2 and 3 in Table 2 present the following results: (1)
a “new” work-roll with the assumption that roll diameters at the 82
measurement locations along the roll length constitute independent
random variables (enewi ); and (2) a “new” work-roll with statistical
information derived from the measurements, wherein roll diameters
at the 82 points constitute a correlated random ﬁeld (enewc ). The
latter result indicates that the actual correlated residual grinding
error gives 38.46% reliability, which is greater than the 35.14%
reliability calculated for the independent grinding error assumption.
Hence, without considering the correlation, reliability is underestimated. Although the reliability statistic can give guidance regarding
the probability of success or failure according to the limit-state function deﬁnition, this value alone lacks insight and meaning as to the
physical inﬂuences underlying both the independent random variable assumption and the random ﬁeld.
To better understand the physical differences relating to the
work-roll proﬁles, important additional information is shown in
Fig. 6(a). This ﬁgure shows two key aspects in the reliability analysis: (1) the MPP of failure for the work-roll diameter deviation
vector, eMPP, and (2) the unit sensitivity, γ, of the reliability to
each random variable. In the reliability analysis, the MPP refers
to the random variable values most likely leading to the design
threshold surface between the safe and failure regions, i.e., probable
values of e, leading to the limit-state condition g(e) = 0 in Eq. (3); in
this case, the values and locations of work-roll diameter deviations
Table 2 Summary of the SSM-FEM reliability results for case
studies 2 and 3
Work-roll diameter
deviation case

No.
iterations

No deviation e

–

enewi
enewc
ewarm
eworn

6
4
5
4
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Reliability
index, β
–
−0.3816
−0.2933
−0.4342
−0.3230

Reliability, PR
100% (no
failure)
35.14%
38.45%
33.21%
37.34%

Fig. 6 Comparison of results for “new” roll considering the
assumption of independent random variables versus random
ﬁeld (correlated variables) based on measured work-roll diameter deviations: (a) mean measured diameter deviation for the
new ), most probable point (MPP) of failure values on
new roll (e
the new roll assuming both independent random variables
(eMPPnewi ) and correlated random variables (eMPPnewc ), and unit sensitivity (right axis) of the reliability to each random variable on the
new roll based on independent variables (γ newi ) and correlated
variables (γnewc ) and (b) corresponding sheet reduction deviation
proﬁles for mean measured diameter deviation, as well as independent and correlated MPP diameter deviations values on
new roll

most likely lead to sheet ﬂatness defects. The sensitivity vector, γ,
from Eq. (15) and also shown in Fig. 6(a) (right plot axis) give
insights into which random variables affect the reliability most.
Both the MPP values and the sensitivity values for the independent
random variable assumption and the actual random ﬁeld (correlated
variables) case for the “new” work-roll are shown in Fig. 6. Recall
from the previous section’s case study that the deterministic analysis indicated that the mean work-roll diameter deviations, enew , led
to unsatisfactory sheet ﬂatness according to the computed reduction
deviation, Δr. There exists, however, a design “direction” between
mean values, e, and most probable point of failure values, eMPP, that
would move the spatially distributed roll diameter deviations from
failure toward success (safety). This design direction is contained
within α, from Eq. (14), which contributes to the calculation of
the unit sensitivity, γ, in Eq. (16). Because from Fig. 5(b) the enew
led to failure of the sheet edge ﬂatness at +50.8 mm along the workroll length, the independent random variable assumption, enewi ,
motivates the SSM-FEM model to indicate a required roll diameter
change only locally, i.e., near the +50.8 mm location on the MPP
curve, eMPPnewi . Therefore, Fig. 6(a) shows that the remedy with
the independent assumption is to change the positive work-roll diameter deviation in enew to a negative deviation in eMPPnewi . Accordingly, a strong, isolated negative sensitivity in γ newi is indicated
around +50.8 mm to adjust the sheet reduction deviation at this
point so that it just satisﬁes the target threshold (see Fig. 6(b)
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tolerance criterion, ±Δrt. However, upon considering the mean
grinding error, enew , the exit thickness adopts a more “wedge”shaped proﬁle (differential edge reduction), and the reduction deviation ranges from −0.000359 to 0.000539, which exceeds +Δrt. In
this particular case, a one-sided wavy edge condition would result
since the violated Δr value is positive, and the excessive reduction
would correspond to excessive sheet elongation in the rolling direction at the same rightmost edge of the sheet. It worth noting that
even though edge trimming is common in sheet rolling, this
would normally be accounted for in the target threshold, ±Δrt.
This ﬁrst case study to compare effects of the mean measured workroll proﬁle with the desired roll proﬁles serves as a reminder of the
risk in sheet ﬂatness predictions that do not take into consideration
even the expected (mean) values of work-roll diameter deviations.

Case Study 3: Stochastic Analysis on Warm and Worn
Work-Rolls. Thermal expansion was seen earlier in Fig. 1(c) to
amplify the residual grinding error although the error is generally
more difﬁcult to detect after the roll has been used and is cooled
because the diameter deviations are modiﬁed by the wear. Since
work-roll diameter deviations change with the operational state
during rolling (e.g., warm versus worn), the SSM-FEM is applied
in this section to analyze the reliability with work-rolls in the
warm and worn conditions. Table 2 lists 33.21% reliability for
warm roll diameter deviations, ewarm, versus a greater 37.34% reliability for the worn deviations, eworn. As a result, sheet ﬂatness

Fig. 7 Comparison of results for “warm” roll considering the
random ﬁeld based on measured work-roll diameter deviations:
warm ),
(a) mean measured diameter deviation for the warm roll (e
most probable point (MPP) of failure values on the warm roll
with correlated random variables (eMPPwarm ), and unit sensitivity
(right axis) of the reliability to each random variable on the
warm roll with correlated variables (γwarm) and (b) corresponding
sheet reduction deviation proﬁles for mean measured diameter
deviation, as well as independent and correlated MPP diameter
deviations values on warm roll

Fig. 8 Comparison of results for “worn” roll considering the
random ﬁeld based on measured work-roll diameter deviations:
worn ),
(a) mean measured diameter deviation for the worn roll (e
most probable point (MPP) of failure values on the worn roll
with correlated random variables (eMPPworn ), and unit sensitivity
(right axis) of the reliability to each random variable on the
worn roll with correlated variables (γworn) and (b) corresponding
sheet reduction deviation proﬁles for mean measured diameter
deviation, as well as independent and correlated MPP diameter
deviations values on worn roll
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increases to a strong positive one. Because the work-roll grinding
operation in the machine shop takes place in an axial progression
along the roll (e.g., from negative to positive positions along the
roll length), the initial residual grinding error at x = −152.4 mm
(noncontact region between roll and sheet) can in fact determine
the residual grinding error in the contact region. The strip local ﬂatness change is thus indirectly affected by the residual grinding error
over the noncontact region. An important result here in the stochastic analysis is that the assumptions of independent residual grinding
errors is ﬂawed because of random ﬁeld inﬂuences on the reliability,
MPP, and unit sensitivity. Without considering the correlation, the
reliability and unit sensitivity are underestimated, and the MPP only
targets the obvious abnormal grinding error locations. The most
important insight is that the random ﬁeld provides an understanding
of the connection between the grinding process and rolling process
and that the grinding precision cannot be relaxed at regions even
where the work-roll does not contact the sheet.
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also, which shows the corresponding MPP sheet reduction deviation values). Although these changes between enew and eMPPnewi
are difﬁcult to visualize and interpret, the sensitivity in Fig. 6(a)
clearly reveals the effects; in particular, for the independent assumption on the new roll, enewi , the noncontact region between the workroll and the sheet has zero sensitivity to the reliability since γnewi is
zero outside the strip edges at ±50.8 mm. In contrast to the independent assumption, however, the random ﬁeld characterization of
grinding error on the new work-roll, enewc , shows that both the
MPP and the unit sensitivity are strongly inﬂuenced by the correlation. Indeed, although eMPPnewi and eMPPnewc in Fig. 6(a) exhibit the
same trend in negatively adjusting (decreasing) work-roll diameter
deviations around the +50.8 mm location, note that the MPP for the
correlated (random ﬁeld) case, eMPPnewc , reduces the overall workroll diameter deviation rather than simply ﬁxing a spatially isolated
problematic value, as is the case with eMPPnewi in Fig. 6(a). Interestingly, the random ﬁeld’s unit sensitivity γnewi in Fig. 6(a) reveals
that signiﬁcant areas of the noncontact region, as well as locations
25.4 mm from either side of the edge, also affect the sheet’s localized ﬂatness change at +50.8 mm. This may seem nonsensical since
residual regrinding error in the sheet/roll noncontact region never
acts directly on the sheet, but because of the correlation present in
the grinding process and because of the 3D nature of the roll-stack
contact mechanics, both the roll proﬁles and the sheet thickness
reduction at all locations are in fact coupled. Indeed, as evidenced
in the “W” shape of the correlation decay relationship shown
earlier in Fig. 2(c), the work-roll diameter deviation e at the roll
axis midpoint (i.e., x = 0 mm) has a strong negative correlation
with the diameter near both the left and right ends of the work-roll.
However, at the end of the left end, the correlation dramatically

• Both thermal expansion and wear of the work-rolls is shown to
decrease the sheet ﬂatness reliability compared to the newly
machined (ground) work-rolls because of the changes they
create in the statistical correlations between roll diameter
deviations.
• Roll thermal expansion ampliﬁes both means and variances of
the roll diameter deviations and also induces additional correlation in the residual grinding error, reducing sheet ﬂatness
reliability. The sensitivity of the reliability to diameter deviations is also less for the warm roll than for new and worn
rolls, which means that the work-roll is more likely to
produce ﬂatness defects after some period of heating by friction/plastic dissipation during rolling; the warm condition is
also that in which target ﬂatness quality is least likely to be
recovered.
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